winter 2022

To mark the 70th Anniversary of Efteling Theme Park in the
Netherlands, Jumbo have produced an exclusive Mystery
themed puzzle. Don’t puzzle what you see...use your
imagination and puzzle what will happen next! Available July.
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Dear Puzzlers,
Well, it’s Winter again, where does the time go? Hope you all had a great Summer and Autumn and managed
to enjoy the glorious sunshine!
This Winter we want to focus on health and well being, as we sometimes get a bit run down with ills and chills
and it’s nice to have something to take our minds off feeling miserable. That’s where doing a puzzle can help!
The recent feedback we have been getting from you, is that our puzzles have helped you get through some
tough times with all of the restrictions and lockdowns that we have endured over the past few years due to
Covid.
We also know that puzzling helps to increase the production of new connections between our brain cells which
in turn improves mental speed and is an excellent way to improve short term memory!
Puzzling also improves a whole range of neural functions – hand eye co-ordination, problem solving skills,
attention to detail and visual spatial reasoning, short term memory, brain productivity and can also help to
raise IQ. All round puzzles are good for the mind, body and soul! So grab your favourite mug of warm
beverage and see what new delights are in this edition of Winter Pieces!
Stay well Puzzlers - catch up again in Spring.

Editorial

For now, Happy Puzzling, The Holdson Team.
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Simply purchase any 500pc, 500pc XL, 1000pc or 1500pc puzzle
online at www.holdson.com between 1st June 2022 to 30th June 2022
to automatically go into the draw to win our Adult Boxed Jigsaw Puzzle
range of new title releases from July to December 2022. *see T&C’s
Terms and Conditions: The competition is open to all NZ residents www.holdson.com B2C customers except employees of Thos Holdsworth & Sons Ltd (or associate companies, their families and
agents). To be eligible, your online order must be received by COB 30th June 2022. No responsibility will be accepted for late, incomplete or incorrect orders. 2x Winners will be announced 1st July 2022
& notified by email. Your contact details will only be used to notify you that you are a winner. The prize includes one of each title from the *Adult Boxed Jigsaw Puzzles (500XL pc & 1000pc only) to be
released from 1st July 2022 to 31st December 2022. The prize is not exchangeable or redeemable for cash. Should there be any other ABJS promotion(s) running during this promotion, those puzzles will
not be eligible for entry to this promotion. We reserve the right to use the winner name(s) for promotional purposes including but not restricted to public relations and marketing via internet and otherwise.
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Wasgij is the hilarious
puzzle concept where
the image on the box
is simply a clue to the
puzzle inside.

Wasgij – 1000pc

Original #38
Market Meltdown!

Only the
puzzle holds
the answer!

Destiny #24
Business as Usual!

Don’t puzzle
what you see…
use your
imagination!
Mystery #22
Wasgij Winter Games!
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Cottage Charmers – 1000pc

Cottageway Lane

ABOUT T HE A RTIST
Dominic Davison was born in London, 1972 and now lives in Buckinghamshire,
UK where he gets his inspiration for his idyllic and romantic scenes.
One of the finest landscape artists working today, his works display a Dutch
romanticism using 21st century tools and methods. His influences are varied and
include the 19th Century Dutch landscape master Barend Cornelis Koekkeoek as
well as the English Romantic painter John Constable.
Though he uses a mouse instead of a paintbrush to create his images, it is his
observant eye, his composition, and his use of colour and light, which makes his
images stand head and shoulders above his peers working in the digital media.
Prior to joining MGL he worked as a freelance artist, having his work published
in magazines such as ‘3D Artist’, and ‘Advanced Photoshop’. This work includes
both tutorials and double page galleries.
His hobbies include the cinema, video games, art galleries, and making music.

Dreamy Cottage

Summer Home

The Old Mill
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ABOUT T HE ARTISTS
Image World is a group of artists with a passion for
puzzles. This creative group loves to include as much in
their images as possible with bright colours, fun objects
and a story in every image. Their worldly travel and
research helps them cover subjects from exotic animals
to faraway places. They have as much fun creating their
art as they hope you do assembling their puzzles.

Evening Tea Party

Petals & Paws
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Window Wonderland Series 2 – 1000pc

China Cats

Stamp & Collage – 1000pc

Butterflies

ABOUT T HE ARTIST
Barbara Behr, a German designer who lives near Cologne, provides concepts for
paper products of all kinds, book illustration, and designs for textiles, ceramics,
decorative accessories and digital applications.
After an education in drama and arts Barbara became a master craftsman in
pottery with her own workshop where she developed her design skills.
She demonstrated her creativity in pottery in various exhibitions by combining
excellent craftsmanship with design and illustration.
Barbara Behr Design can be found in many places today: Advent calendars,
books, wrapping paper, postcards, wallpaper, Jigsaw puzzles, napkins for many
occasions, the decoration for shop windows in renowned high street retailers
and fantastic graphics for computer animations and animated advent calendars
for TV, too. Barbara Behr Designs have a striking, nostalgic charm in a modern
and often humorous guise. With many small elements and details the observer
will see something new with each look.

Horses

Kittens

Peacocks
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XL

Pieces
Actual Size
Easy Pick
and Place

Bluebird

Ladybugs on Sunflowers

Monarch with Yellow Rose
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Born in 1960, Greg Giordano has been painting
animals all his life. He attended the School
of Visual Arts in New York City. As a boy, he
spent many hours at the Museum of Natural
History drawing and sketching the animals and
dioramas. An award-winning artist, Giordano
combines a passion for animals and birds
with an exceptional eye and technique that
effectively combines realism with abstract
design. He enjoys spending much of his time
in the outdoors and takes yearly painting
trips throughout North America to study the
diverse subject matter found in his current
work. He works in many different techniques
including pencil, gouache and more recently
has returned to oils for his larger works. He
resides in Ridgefield, CT. with his wife Joyce
and daughter Jessica. His property is home
to deer, fox, coyote, turkey, beaver and many
different species of birds. Local farms provide
inspiration for his horse paintings. “I am always
trying to do something new, to find a new way
of approaching the ordinary,” Greg says. “When
somebody purchases a painting, they’ve had an
emotional response to my art. People tell me
that my paintings capture the spirit of the wildsomething that has been lost in today’s hectic
world. In my work, I try to capture the majesty
of nature and provoke an emotional response
from the viewer; that’s really one of the most
powerful things art can achieve.”

Silver Star Hummingbirds

80 1939

Nature’s Calling – 500pc XL

A B OUT T H E ART I ST

My Little Pony 35pc

Children’s Puzzles

Nursery Rhyme 30pc

Roald Dahl 96pc

Tonka 30pc
Also available: Gruffalo 35pc, Peppa Pig 35p, PJ Masks 35pc, Transformers 35pc, Treasures of Aotearoa S1 & S2 96pc.

Once the puzzle is complete, try to find the objects
in the puzzle with the clues written around the border.

Discover Series One

Discover Series Two
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Jurassic World Dominion Puzzles

300pc XL Boxed Puzzle

60pc Boxed Puzzles

96pc Frame Tray Puzzles
Visit us online at www.holdson.com Freephone: 0800
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Beginner Builds

Dune Buggy 40pc

Jumbo Jet 57pc

K’nex

Space Shuttle 57pc

Beginner Builds Set 141pc

City Builders 325pc

Construction 125pc

K’nex

Classic Rad Rides Building Set 206pc

Motorized Building Set 325pc

Wings and Wheels Building Set 500pc

K’Nex Architecture

London Eye

Eiffel Tower

Golden Gate Bridge

Abandon All Artichokes Game

Outfoxed Card Game

Dragon Realm Card Game

Cat Stax Puzzle Game

Dog Pile Puzzle Game

Forbidden Desert Card Game
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